Contribution of posterior corpus callosum to the interhemispheric transfer of tactile information.
Three total and three partial callosotomy patients underwent neuropsychological testing to evaluate interhemispheric transfer of tactile information. Tactile transfer is required to name objects presented to the left hand, to compare objects held in either hand, and to transfer topological information between hands. Tactile Naming, Same-Different Recognition, and Tactile Finger Localization Tests (intra- and intermanual tasks) were administered as specific tools. Results were compared with previous fMRI data from the same subjects and with the performance of a control group (20 age-matched subjects). Total callosotomy patients performed modestly: mean correct responses were 93% and 30% (right and left hand, respectively) in Tactile Naming; 68% in Same-Different Recognition; 84% and 76% (right and left hand stimulation, respectively) in intermanual Tactile Finger Localization, and 100% in the intramanual task. Partial callosotomy patients achieved 93-100% accuracy: all have an intact splenium, and one, and possibly all, also an intact posterior callosal body. Controls scored 99% in Tactile Naming, both hands, and Same-Different Recognition; 100% in intramanual Tactile Finger Localization; and 96% and 95%, with right and left hand stimulation, respectively, in the intermanual task. Differences between the two callosotomy groups were significant, as were those between total callosotomy patients and controls. The partial callosotomy group scored like the control subjects. Neuropsychological data agree with previous functional findings, further demonstrating that interhemispheric tactile transfer requires posterior corpus callosum integrity.